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Rapid change is a permanent attribute of the stock market, and events of the past two 
weeks provided still another example. Just three weeks ago this letter found it necessary to 
comment on the dullness which had characterized trading for most of 1969. That dullness 
rapidly disappeared in a blazing display of fireworks. On February 17th, the market com-
menced a six-day decline<which""in-rlerms of the Dow-Jones Industrial Average, erased 
better than 60 points in·the'·short"Spa"C'e'of six trading days. What was, at least, a temporary 
bottom, appeared to have been reached last Wednesday when a four-point recovery occurred. 
At the week's lows, the Industrials were well below their previous lowest level for the year, 
while the Rails and Utilities had retraced-all of or a·bit-more·than the'advance-from-ctheir 
respective January bottoms. 

The central question, as it is following any short-term decline, revolves around the 
extent to which the longer-term market pattern has been altered by the weakness. As read-
ers of this letter are well aware, we have adhered for over two years now to a basiC fore-
cast model for the stock market. This model states, in su>nmary, that a long-term uptrend 
began in October 1966 and that, despite interruptions, it has remained in effect ever since 
that time. This model enabled us to remain relatively optimistic throughout late 1967 and 
early 1968 and, in the context of this forecast, the 1968 advance to a high in early December 
was hardly surprising. Obviously, our task at the moment is to fit the recent decline into 
the context of this model and, if this cannot be done, to revise the forecast. 

Looked at in percentage terms, there is absolutely nothing unusual about the market 
downswing which began in early December and continued, last Tuesday. 
Based on the Dow-Jones close, it constituted an 8.670/0 dr 0 of 53 trading day 
Declines of this magnitude have repeatedly punctuatar '0 sups' s, admittedly, in 
most cases, somewhere around the latter stages of ups i • As an example, the mar 
ket advance from 1953 through 1957 saw no an d nes of a magnitude and dura-
tion to t!tis one. _ The_ -1 _ _ s simila 
declines between 1959 and 1960. va was punctuated by a 'similar drop in 
May-June 1965, and the pres t a was interrupted by declines in the Fall 
of 1967 and in early 1968. weakness shapes up as nothing more 
than a common, gard - rection. 

The preci' u e e six-day drop ended last Tuesday, however, is some 
thing else again. Tn only five steeper six-day declines in the past thirteen 
years and of those, fo w characteristic of major bear market bottoms -- three oc-
curring around the 19 wand one at the 1966 nadir. It is necessary to go all the way back 
to 1956 to find a decline as vicious as the last one ending an intermediate-term downtrend. 
In other words, the sharpness of the decline in a short period strongly suggests selling of a 
climactic nature. This is a bit surprising when it is remembered that volume on the drop 
increased hardly at all. 

Despite the apparent cross-currents, however, we have no difficulty in fitting market 
events so far into our basic model for the stock market. The present phase of the advance 
began with a move out of a broad trading range between, roughly, 817 and 935, which had 
contained the Dow throughout most of 1968. The present downswing, after all, constitutes 
nothing more than a return to the upper part of that level. Furthermore, the type of stocks 
that were more severely hit by the decline are consistent with the pattern. It was the obviou 
areas of speculative excess which received the greatest shelling, most notably the conglo-
merates with ricky-ticky capitalizations. We may well be witnessing the first stages of a 
demise of the entrepreneurs who thought they could put together investment magic through 
the issuance of brightly colored pieces of paper. 

Meanwhile, the less exploited, higher quality issues have proved relatively resistent 
to the drop. This weakness in areas of blatant speculation, coupled with a search for sounde 
values, is perfectly consistent with the market stage we are assuming. In summary, there-
fore, we see little reason to reduce our basic thinking about the investment outlook. Cli-
mactic declines are tricky things and we would not want to write off the possibility of further 
downside fireworks. Nonetheless, we are inclined to view the present level as a buying op-
portunity. 
Dow-Jones Ind. 905.21 
Dow-Jones Rails 253.68 
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